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Abstract

This research was conducted to find out the type and the level of speaking anxiety faced by the forth semester students of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang. This descriptive research used a quantitative descriptive method. The research instruments are questionnaire and interview. The questionnaire used in this research is adapted from the Foreign Language Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) designed by Horwitz. It consists of 33 statements which have three categories as well as communication apprehension, fear of speaking test, and fear of feedback by peers and lecturer. Based on the research analysis, it was found that the level of students’ speaking anxiety is in the middle level with the percentage was 82%. It was significantly different with other levels which had 9% for low level and also 9% for high level. The types faced by the respondents were in the fear of speaking test (44%), communication apprehension (34%), and feedback by peers and lecturer (22%). The dominant type of speaking anxiety was fear of speaking test. However, after having the dept. interview about their speaking anxiety, the research showed that all types of speaking anxiety were in the relationship.
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A. INTRODUCTION

English as a foreign language is extensively used in education system in Indonesia from the primary up to tertiary level. All of them have different goals in learning English. One of the main goals of learning English is to enable students to communicate in English. Therefore, they need to be able to use English to send the message accurately and fluently in order that the message can be received correctly. In short, the students should be able to use English in communication.

Realizing that the purpose of learning English is to reach the communicative ability, students should master the whole skills of English,
namely writing, speaking, listening and reading. Among the four skills, speaking is found to be the most fundamental element in English communication. However, speaking in the class is one of the ways to reach the learning goal for mastering speaking skill. Also, having the ability in speaking is important for being a professional and personal success person due to it plays all important roles in the life which will affects the ability for finding a job, planning or taking a trip, electing public officials, arguing for a raise, or even arguing in general (Rozakis, 1999). One of the job that needed the mastering in speaking is a teacher, especially English Teacher. Whenever they are as teachers in the class, they should be able mastering English speaking for managing the teaching-learning process. Having the ability in English speaking can start since being the students at schools from primary up to tertiary level. Through the importance of speaking skill, English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang offers speaking classes which are Speaking 1, Speaking 2 and Public Speaking.

However, many of students find that speaking English in a conversation or speaking in front of public is difficult thing to be done. As the result, they have low motivation to participate in the teaching and learning process. Some indicators indicate that the low motivation of students to participate in speaking class when the lecturer asks the students to deliver the speech, they seem unwilling and do not feel confidence. When the students were interviewed, some of them stated that they did not have the confidence to speak in front of many people because they felt shy if they made mistakes and evaluated negatively by their friends. When they have to speak with their peers, they would feel that their friends are better than them. It makes them supposed to be calm in the class without participate in the class.

According to Rozakis (1999), there are top ten excuses used by people to avoid speaking in front of the audience. They avoid speaking in front of the audiences because of mastering the topic, thinking about mocking by friends, having a bad timing, feeling embarrassed, feeling nervousness, feeling fear of the accent, having a physical disturbing, having bad memorizing, and thinking too much about the audience attention. Even in public speaking, most of students do speaking in the class also have almost same reasons.

Most of the obstacle reasons mentioned above is included in affective factor. Tuan (2015) sates having low motivation, lack of self-confidence and feeling anxiety are included in affective factors. One of the affective factors which often happen while speaking performance is speaking anxiety. It may be a big role in speaking while the students do their speech in front of many people. Even though the speaking anxiety in speaking is a common fear among students, many teachers or lecturers do not pay attention about it. They only focus on the accuracy and fluency of students’ speaking ability without considering the affective factors. If the teachers or lecturers do not pay attention to students’ speaking anxiety, it will affect students’ prestige and achievement.

English speaking anxiety can be measured by using Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS). Through English in Indonesia as the foreign language, FLCAS can be used to measure the type and level of students’
speaking anxiety. This FLCAS was designed by Horwitz to measure the level of foreign language anxiety in a classroom by setting in a paper based questionnaire completed by students. This scale measure level of speaking anxiety has three categories namely communication apprehension, fear of feedback by peers and teacher, and fear of language test. The measurement of students’ speaking anxiety can be the guidance for designing the strategy in learning English as foreign language in order that students are able to communicate fluently and accurately.

Since having anxiety may have major effects on students’ speaking achievement, it is important to explore students’ speaking anxiety. This research is intended to investigate the type and the level of speaking anxiety faced by students of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang who take the speaking class. The study set out of the following research questions:

1. What is the dominant type of students’ speaking anxiety in speaking subject of the fourth semester students of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang?
2. What is the dominant level of students’ speaking anxiety in speaking subject of the fourth semester students of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang?

B. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

1. The Nature of Speaking

Speaking is one of the four language skills in English Language. It is a productive skill in the sense that a speaker produces sounds of the language. Basically, speaking is intended for two-way communication. The speaker and listener negotiate the meaning of what they say. Brown (2003) states speaking is one of the communication skills in English which has closely relationship with listening in pragmatic view of language performance.

Through the speaking skill, it is much more complex than other skills which involve both a command of certain skills and several different types of knowledge. The kinds of knowledge that speakers bring to the skill of speaking comprise extra linguistic knowledge, such as background knowledge of topic and culture, and linguistic knowledge, including discourse knowledge, and speech acknowledge, and knowledge of grammar, vocabulary, and phonology. Thus, mastering the speaking English means understanding a lot of parts of English. Thornbury (2006) states the are some factors of speech condition whether make speaking easy or difficult which is divided into three types as well as cognitive factor, affective factor, and performance factor. The explanation follows then.

a. Cognitive Factors

1) Familiarity with the topic: the greater the familiarity, the easier the speaking task; this is why it is generally easier to talk about
your job, or your family, than it is to talk about something very removed from your day-to-day life.

2) *Familiarity with the genre*: giving a lecturer or a speech will be harder if you are unfamiliar with those particular genres.

3) *Familiarity with interlocutors*: generally speaking, the better you know the people you are talking to and the more shared knowledge you can assume, the easier it will be.

4) *Processing demand*: if the speech event involves complex mental processing, such as that involved in describing a complicated procedure without recourse to illustrations, it will be more difficult than if not.

b. **Affective Factors.**

1) *Feeling towards the topic and/or the participants*: generally, if you are well disposed to the topic you are talking about, and/or the other participants, the easier it is likely to be.

2) *Self-Consciousness*: being ‘put on the spot’ can cause anxiety which will have a negative effect on performance; likewise, knowing (or believing) that you are being evaluated can be prejudicial.

c. **Performance Factors**

1) *Mode*: speaking face-to-face, where you can closely monitor your interlocutor’s responses and where you can use gesture and eye-contact, is generally easier than speaking over the telephone, for example.

2) *Degree of collaboration*: giving a presentation on your own is generally harder than doing it with colleagues because in the former case you can’t count on peer support.

3) *Discourse control*: on the other hand, it is often easier if you can control the direction events, rather than being subject to someone else’s control.

4) *Planning and rehearsal time*: generally, the more time to prepare, the easier the task will be: telling a joke is usually easier the second time round.

5) *Time pressure*: if there is a degree of urgency, it is likely to increase the difficulty for the speaker.

6) *Environmental conditions*: trying to speak against a background of loud music on in poor acoustic conditions difficult as well as in the classroom.

2. **The Nature of Anxiety**

   Psychologically, anxiety is one of the important aspects in neurotic and psychotic developing. It is the feeling of fearing about something unconditionally which can be not classified the reasons of that situation specifically (Hidayat, 2011).
Anxiety is generally a response to perceptions of a present or future threat; depression is often a reaction to negative outcomes that have already occurred. Thus, it is possible that some public speakers experience the greatest degree of anxiety before and during the speech, followed by increased feelings of depression after the speech has ended, especially if their perception or evaluation of the speech performance is negative. In addition to post-speaking depression, a persistent underlying depressive trait may negatively affect a speaker’s preparation and performance, further contributing to anxious feelings about the entire speaking experience. The negative effects of depressive thoughts have been explained using learned helplessness theory.

Saputra and Safaria (2012) states there many definitions mentioned by experts. Definition of anxiety mentioned by psychoanalyst, Freud, express anxiety is a reaction to threat of pain and other part outside as the self-warning which cannot be controlled at that time. Priest states anxiety is a condition whenever thinking about something unpleasant happens. In addition, Davis and Polladino state anxiety is a common feeling that has characteristics of cognitive behavior or psychological symptoms. 19% of men and 31% of women have anxiety experienced. Spilberger in Saputra and Safaria (2012) states there are two forms of anxiety as follows then.

a. Trait Anxiety; a tendency in a person to feel threatened by a number of conditions those are actually harmless. Anxiety in this category is more due to the personality of the individual does have potential anxiety than other individuals.

b. State Anxiety; the temporary emotional state and condition in a person characterized by a tense and anxious feeling that is felt consciously and subjective and leaves the activity of the autonomic nervous system, as a condition related to special environmental situations.

3. Speaking Anxiety

Speaking is a part of communication which has some factors. One of the factors contains of psychological is an affective factor. Tuan, (2015) states having low motivation, lack of self-confidence and feeling anxiety are included in affective factors. Abramson in Witt (2011) states that speaking anxiety hold because of previous negative experiences and/or perceived lack of control over external circumstances; some depressed individuals feel that whatever they attempt to do in the future will be futile. Student speakers with depressive thoughts, for example, might perceive an upcoming speech performance as doomed to failure, given past experience in similar contexts and/or low internal expectancies for success there are several factors affect student have speaking anxiety. Depressed individuals are likely to make negative internal attributions and blame anticipated or perceived failure on their own inability to succeed or in this case, to make an effective public speech.
C. RESEARCH METHOD

Descriptive research was used in this research. This kind of research describes and measures the phenomena or set of variables as they exist naturally. This research used the quantitative descriptive method. Bungin (2001:61) states that quantitative descriptive designed in qualitative research whether it is not the real qualitative research as the construction of the content is influenced by quantitative data. The instrument in this research was the questionnaire adapted from Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) by Horwitz. This research was conducted to the fourth semester students of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang. In addition, this research also used interview as the supporting instrument to get more information about students’ speaking anxiety. The students contributed on this research are the students who passed the Speaking 1, Speaking 2, and Public Speaking subject in English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang in 2016 academic year. The data collected was analyzed in order to answer the research questions about the types and the level of speaking anxiety.

D. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

1. Data Description and Analysis

   a. Types of Speaking Anxiety of Fourth Semester Students in English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang

   The samples of this research are two classes of English Education Study Program whoever K1-16 and K3-16 which have 44 students of English Education Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang. It was analyzed into three types of speaking anxiety such as communication apprehension, fear of speaking test, and fear of feedback by peers and lecturer. The total point was found of the research is 4.449 points. There was 1.513 points for communication apprehension which had 1.171 points for positive statement and 342 points for negative statements. On the other hand, the total point of fear of speaking test type was found 1.918 points which had 1.342 points for positive statement and 576 points for negative statement. Indeed, the type of fear of peers and teacher was found 974 points which had 855 points for positive statement and 119 for negative statement.

   Through the data analysis for three types, the most dominant type faced by fourth students in English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang was fear of speaking test type with the percentage was 44%. In the second position of speaking anxiety type was communicative apprehension with being percentage was 34%. The last one was fear of feedback.
by peers and teacher with the percentage was 22%. The different among the types of speaking anxiety faced by them would be shown below:

**Picture 2**

**Percentage of Speaking Anxiety Type of Fourth Semester Students in English Education Program in English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang**

(Graphic of Percentage of Students’ Speaking Anxiety)

The graphic indicates that the highest anxiety of the fourth semester students of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang faced in fearing of speaking test. Then, the second position which students feel anxiety about the communication apprehension. Then, fear of feedback by peers and lecturer also the type which students feel of anxiety. The explanation about them as follows then.

a. Communication apprehension
   1.1 “I start to panic when I have to speak without preparation”
   1.2 “It frightens me when I don’t understand what the lecturer is saying in the class”.

b. Fear of speaking test
   1.1 “I worry about the consequences of failing my speaking class”.
   1.2 “In speaking class, I can get so nervous I forget things I know”.

c. Fear of feedback by peers and lecturer
   1.1 “I keep thinking that the other students are better at speaking class than I am”.
   1.2 “I get nervous when the speaking lecturer asks question which I have not prepared in advance”.

b. The Level of Speaking Anxiety Faced by the Fourth Semester Student of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang
Table 5
The Level of Speaking Anxiety Faced by the Fourth Semester Students of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>The Level Students' Speaking Anxiety</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The level of students speaking anxiety)

Picture 3
The Percentage of Speaking Anxiety Level of Fourth Semester Students in English Education Program in English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang

(The Graphic of Level of Students' Speaking Anxiety)

The graphic indicates that the levels of speaking anxiety can be classified into three levels such as low, middle, and high level. There were significantly found the difference range between them. There were 4 students in low level with the average score was 68, 75 points. In the medium level had 36 students with the average score was 101, 81 points. Besides that, the high level had the same frequency with the low level which had 4 students in the low level with the average score as 127, 25 points. The lowest score was 63 points and the highest score is 140 points. Through the total points based on the level above, it can be concluded that the dominant level of speaking anxiety faced by the semester students of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang is in the medium level the percentage was 82%. The percentage of students in the medium level was significantly different with other level which had 9% for low level and also 9% for high level.
2. Research Findings

Based on the data analysis, it was found that the level of speaking anxiety of the fourth semester students of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang was in the medium level. It had the significantly different range among low, middle, and high level. Most of students feel anxiety in the level of middle whether happened since they were in the first semester until the fourth semester. The level of their anxiety can be reduced during the learning process activity by the time. Thus, in the fourth semester, the level of their speaking anxiety was in the middle level.

Based on the data analysis, it was found that the dominant type faced by the students was in fear about speaking test. They really feared of the consequences of failing the speaking class and feared about forgetting things while perform. They really feared of failing of the speaking class because they felt that they have inability in speaking English, lack of vocabulary, un-confidence, and other negative thinking which makes them can be failed. They also fear about the consequence about failing whenever they do the bad performance in the speaking test, for example forgetting the topic of speech. However, they could reduce their anxiety if they have time to prepare the speech.

Among the three types of speaking anxiety such as communication apprehension, fear of speaking test, and fear of feedback by peers and lecturer, the dominant type of speaking anxiety was in the fear of speaking test. However, after having the deep interview about their speaking anxiety, it showed all types in speaking anxiety was in the relationship. It could be seen based on the cause on it as well as the students felt fear about the consequence of failing in the speaking test which was happen due to need more preparation for all things related to their performance. After having more preparation, they would be ready and feeling comfortable and confident without care about others’ feedback during the performance.

3. Discussion

Almost all students in English Department Universitas Negeri Padang felt the speaking anxiety in the medium level. This level happened because of the perception of their selves while speak out in the class. Following were the causes of having speaking anxiety whether faced in the medium level of speaking anxiety of the fourth semester students of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang.

a. Understanding of matter

Students felt anxiety whenever they were not able to speak English fluently. It was happened because of their inability about English for overall. They felt nervousness whenever having no idea to say. They do not know to say anything among the speech because of
their comprehension about the topic, the lack of vocabulary, their pronunciation and their speech speed while the speech or conversation. This understanding matter also because of lack of lecturer-student interaction appropriately. They have misunderstanding of lecturer explanation. They could not catch the point of the lecturer saying because of his/her new vocabulary, sound volume, speed and pronunciation.

According to Thornbury (2006), speaking is so much a part of daily life that we take it for granted. The average person produces tens of thousands words a day, although some people-like auctioneers or politician-may produce even more than that. So natural and integral is speaking that we forget how we once struggled to achieve this ability until, that is, we have to learn how to do it all over again in a foreign language. There are several conceptualization and formulation of speaking as well as informing and topic, articulation, self-monitoring and repair, automaticity, fluency, and managing talk.

b. Preparation for performance

The speaking anxiety faced by the students because of their in comprehension about the topic will be spoken. They need time for preparing anything related to the speech. They try to comprehend the topic, and then practice those in other place before perform in the class. Preparing the performance becomes the way to reduce their anxiety; however, it cannot be done if lecturer asks them to speak without preparation.

According to Thornbury (2006), there are some factors related to speaking as well as cognitive factor, affective factor, and performance factor. In the performance factor, it supposed to have any planning before performance and rehearsal time. Generally, the more time to prepare, the easier the task will be. Through, the statement above, it also happened of students whenever practice for speaking English. Thus, students need the time for preparation first. It would be hard and having bad anxiety whenever there was no preparation anymore.

c. Pleasure in speaking

The pleasure of speaking English also affect to the performance of student during speaking in the class. Students who loves speaking English will feel enjoy and feeling comfortable without anxious. Even they do the wrong act in speaking; they will percept that it will be the things for better. On the other hand, students who unpleasure in mastering speaking skill than other skills in English will feel more anxious whenever they speak in the class. Whenever, they do the wrong act in speaking, they will be down if lecturer and peers give negative feedback. They also have negative perceptions about speaking.
which make them thinking about speaking is difficult thing. Whenever they do bad performance, it will be affect for their selves.

Thornbury (2006) states if there is a degree of urgency, it is likely to increase the difficulty for the speaker. It means that the anxiety can be occurred because of the enjoyable while learning speaking in the class. Some respondent also states that it would be alright, they would take a bus.

d. Environmental situation

The environmental situation also affects students speaking anxiety. Wherever they live in the well situation for English speaking practice, they will be able to practice English everywhere without fear of negative feedback by others. Especially in the speaking class, if the characteristic of students in the class is care about someone effort to be better, it will be the well condition to reduce speaking anxiety. Also supporting by other is being the well strategy to reduce the speaking anxiety.

Social interaction in the life influence students’ psychology included in speaking English in the class. Related to Lannon (2018) states culture differs over which behaviors seem appropriate for social interaction, business relationships, contracts negotiation, and communication practices. Students felt anxiety because of through the genetic from family. On the other words, Thonburry (2006) states environmental condition whether the condition feeling by someone trying to speak against a background of loud music on in poor acoustic as many classroom is difficult.

e. Perception of negative evaluation by friends

Students will have the anxiety, whenever they think that they are in low level of speaking ability who feels that other students are better than them. This perception has the negative effect for anybody who will perform in the class. They try to skip for speaking in the class. They will feel nervous when peers give the negative evaluation or negative attitude for them while performing.

Bandura in Saputra et al (2012) states the things that affect anxiety are as follows:

1.1 Self Efficiency is whenever an individual estimates his or her own ability to handle situations.

1.2 Outcome Expectancy has a sense as an individual estimate of the possible occurrence of certain consequences that may have an effect on suppressing anxiety.

Through the affect anxiety aboved make students under estimate their selves to perform well. The do not have self-confidence toward their ability even they have prepare to do their best.
f. Perception of negative evaluation by lecturer

Most of students fear more of negative feedback by lecturer than peers. They will fear of getting bad evaluation from lecturer will be effect of scoring the value of theirs. They feel that the lecturer ask their performance supposed to be perfect performance. As result they feel anxious whenever they cannot release that. After that, they fear of negative feedback by lecturer will be affect of the failing of speaking test.

According to Rozakis (1999:6), there are top ten excuses used by people to avoid speaking in front of the audience. They avoid speak in front of the audiences because of mastering the topic, thinking about mocking by friends, having a bad timing, feeling embarrassed, feeling nervousness, feeling fear of the accent, having a physical disturbing, having bad memorizing, and thinking too much about the audience attention.

Furthermore, the anxiety of speaking test also had some dominant statements stated by the students. They really feared of the consequences of failing the speaking class and feared about forgetting things while perform. They really feared of failing of the speaking class because they felt that they have inability in speaking English, lack of vocabulary, un-confidence, and other negative thinking which makes them can be failed.

g. The Existence of Physical and Psychology Factors

Due to the anxiety is a part of psychology problem, it also affect for students who are introvert ones. They feel more anxiety if they do not like about having activity in public. Speaking is one the activity among the public which is needed interaction among two or more people. If they are not able in communication, it will be worse if they have to speak in foreign language such as English which also has difficulties than Indonesian. Besides that, the physical condition also has effects for speaker. Whenever they are in a bad condition, they will be not interested in speaking. It will be worse if lecturer ask them to speak in the class. Calhoun and Acocella in Saputra et al (2012) mention several reactions of having anxiety as follows emotional reaction, cognitive reaction, and psychological reaction.

Through the reaction above students have speaking anxiety despite of those things. Emotional reactions, which are components of anxiety related to the individual's perception of the psychological effects of anxiety such as feelings of concern, tension, sadness, and self-deprecation. Cognitive reactions, namely fears and concerns that affect the ability to think clearly so disrupt in solving problems and overcome the guidance of the surrounding environment. Physiological reaction is the reactions that are displayed by the body to the source of fear and anxiety. This reaction is related to the nervous system that controls the
various muscles and glands of the body so that in the form of the heart beats harder, breath moves faster, blood pressure increases.

D. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

1. Conclusion
   Based on the finding discussed, it can be conclude the fourth semester students of English Education Study Program of English Department of Universitas Negeri Padang were in the medium level of speaking anxiety. Among the three types of speaking anxiety such as communication apprehension, fear of speaking test, and fear of feedback by peers and lecturer, the dominant type of speaking anxiety was fear of speaking test. However, after having the deep interview about their speaking anxiety, the research showed that all types in speaking anxiety were in the relationship. The reasons of having anxiety because the students felt fearing about the consequence of failing in the speaking test. It happened due to their communications apprehension which needs more preparation for all things related to their performance so that they feel comfortable and confidence without care about peers’ and lecturer’s negative feedback during the performance.

2. Suggestions
   Based on the conclusion above, the suggestion for reducing the speaking anxiety of students as follows:
   1. Both students and lecturer should build well interaction between them in order that there is good atmosphere in the appropriate class environment for speaking.
   2. For better performance of students in speaking, it should be having a time for preparation and needs some practicing activities in the speaking class
   3. For getting the better quality of the future research, it supposed to be aware about the balance total of questionnaire statements for each type.
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